2001 chevy malibu problems

Got this car in '07 with 20, miles. Besides replacing the head gasket this car has been relatively
problem free. It had piston slap since 80, miles but it never seemed to do anything besides
make noise. It lasted until last fall when at , some things finally started breaking. I could still get
32 mpg highway driving at , miles. The common AC problem can easily be fixed if you search it
on Youtube. Once I got rid of this malibu I went I got an ' Overall I'm satisfied with vehicle it did
its job. I have had my Chevy Malibu for almost 8 years now and have never had a problem with
it. It's comfortable to drive, smooth ride, great lumbar support. My wife bought a new Altima and
sold it a year later because we both had backaches after driving it for more than 30 minutes. I
have to get a larger car SUV for work purposes but I will miss this car. I think Chevy has an
unjustified bad reputation compared to Honda and Toyota - this car has treated me very well for
8 years! I really enjoy driving this car, but the reliability has been very poor. The car's brakes
had to be replaced 4 times in miles including new rotors on 3 occasions. Other reviews describe
the brake problems in more detiail. Have also had numerous problems with the engine including
a bad head- gasket, thermostat, and other random issues. Have also had problems with the AC
switch, the blinkers, and the windshield wipers. Despite the comfort of the car the reliability
makes this car a real bummer. My lighter outles have gone out and the engine keeps doing a
tugging issue but I'm sure its the area I live in. Other than that just normal wear. I will say they
don't do so well on climate change though. Now at k its in perfect condition. I love it. I have had
this car for about 2 years now and the electrical issues started with the blinkers. Now its the
theft system or something. They changed out the they keys door and ignition and the ignition
box. Now it runs for two weeks then it just cuts off. I almost had it paid off now all this in the
middle of winter. Is anyone else having this issue? Is there a recall on this model? Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Malibu. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Malibu model: All Malibu models 4dr Sedan 3. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros fuel efficiency spaciousness interior
appearance comfort seats sound system driving experience ride quality safety. Electrical issues
anyone? Items per page:. Write a review See all Malibus for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Malibu. Sign Up. Question: Chevy Malibu turn signal lights problem. My Chevy Malibu blinker
doesn't work every time, what could that be? You are in luck, there is a 'special policy
adjustment' that GM has issued for this concern. Question: Amber casing on both front turn
signal burned out, front turn signals work sometimes. Answer: Turn signals working
intermittently usually means there is a problem with the switch. If you're sure all the bulbs are
functional, the fuses are good and there are no other issues such as a wiring problem, I'd try
replacing the turn signal switch. It is called the turn signal multifunction switch, and if you can
remove your steering wheel, you can replace it easily. It is one unit that slides over the column
and just plugs in. Question: i did the work above but the car is still overheating and losing water
I'm guessing it has to be a head gasket I'm going to go ahead and change both of them with a
Felpro severe duty gasket and hope and pray this solves the problem is there any advice you
can give or something i should pay close attention to also could i get the torque specs in ft. Lbs
for the head bolts. Questions Lists All Vehicles. Our Automotive Trivia Game- Question 1 of 10
with 0 correct??? Q and A Main. How Things Work. I purchased this used car two years ago. It
has been reliable up until recently. About two months ago, the AC started going, blowing warm
air. The car is running hot even though we are adding coolant. The interior ceiling material is
deteriorating. I have had many issues with the cooling system in my car. It is also not an easy
vehicle to do repairs on. I also have been having problems with the door locks. They lock and
unlock spontaneously. I believe there are problems with the electrical system in general. Easy
to repair. Has a lot of trunk space. Good work car. Good for camping and travelling. Has had
some factory issues that we're manufacturer repaired free such as the ignition. Has minor
electrical glitches; ie it honks to set the alarm when put into park, even though my model never
had an alarm, occasionally does a theft system lock out; again, has no theft system to speak of.
Am 3rd owner and it is still rolling on. Gaskets around back window between trunk have brittle
and leak, but that is another user serviceable issue. I use this car to move tools, painters
equipment, computers and music equipment amplifier,, instruments, speakers, pa, monitor
stands, instrument stands paintings, easels. I can fit a painters ladder in it. I am constantly
surprised at the amount of stow this little sedan is capable of transporting. It's falling apart but
it runs. List of mechanical problems but it is easy to fix. Have owned for over 2 years. Placed
over sixty thousand miles on the engine. Has good acceleration but breaking needs repairs. Has
great storage space for items. Transmission is going out. I can't repair it myself because it's a
closed system so I must take it directly to a dealership. I mean it is great car. Great on gas
mileage. The only thing is like most cars you have problems. However with mine it's like when
one thing go wrong it all goes wrong. It is an old car and is are going to arise but not all at once.
Can find good used parts for low and people to fix with no problems. I got the car with at least ,

plus miles on it and I have put in at least 3, miles. It runs well even when there are issues with
the car. And when there are issues they are generally pretty easy fixes. It is not the best looking
or most spacious car but it a very reliable car at that. I have a Chevy Malibu. Comes with air
conditioner and Bluetooth radio. This car is my daily driver and has never left me stranded.
When well maintained this car gets around 27 miles to the gallon, which makes road trips an
ease. Only problem has been electrical. In which I've needed to have switches replaced. More
than once. But sometimes they just need popped out and placed back in to make my doors lock
or windows go down. Usually one goes at a time but there normally within a few weeks just long
enough for me to get the first one fixed and let it be another trip to the parts shop. Has been a
great little car for the last 6 yrs. At the moment we are having computer issues and everything
keeps flashing on and off but other than that it has been a great family car. Very comfortable
and enclosed. Roomy with a big trunk. Handles really well in the rain and snow as well. There
are some problems with the fuses always wanting to blow, which is an easy fix just irritating
after a while. One time I accidentally hit my hazards on and they would not turn off. The car
rides smooth, is good on gas and a great starter car for sure. Dependable, mine has over , miles
and still running strong. It's a simple car, nothing fancy at all but it gets me where I need to go.
I've had the car for 5 years now and throughout those years I've had very little maintenance I've
had to do on the car which is great, the downside is that when I have had an issue with the car
it's been a big deal. I've had to replace my head gasket twice which is a very expensive project.
Otherwise, it drives smoothly and gives me great as mileage. It has parts which are relatively
easy to find, and due to age, less complexity for mechanics to repair. I have never had issues
with the car. It takes only simple, basic general maintenance and it is something I can always
depend on. I can roll out directly into the snow, it does not skid and I have never have to warm it
up and it give good gas for the mileage. The seat is kind of flat, I had to get a cushion for it so it
wouldn't hurt my back. The bottom part of the seat is flattened out a little bit too, it hurts after
driving for extended periods of time. Other than the seat, it's a pretty good car. It's a V6 so it
goes when you need it to. Reliable and luxurious. This vehicle is very safe, and comes equipped
with everything I need. The Chevy engine to start is dependable and gets me to where I need to
be. The wide trunk space makes traveling a breeze and hassle free. The five seats it comes with
creates a roomy and spacious feel for my passengers, young and old. This vehicle has CD and
radio which makes any trip for a good ride in this Chevy Malibu. While my vehicle is older, it
runs very smooth, is great on gas and has plenty of room for my child's car seat and for our
family as well. It drives well and we haven't had any issues with it. Also the body style is classic
even though it's older it doesn't look out of style. Has all normal features and is a automatic. I
bought the car used having or had problem with the brakes the steering pump and the gasket
the car starts up without hesitation and is good on. Saving fuel on mileage the trunk is huge
storage space and child safety lock works great I have no other complaints the car has been
getting me from point a to point b with no problems I just wish there was more interior space.
Rusting away bad muffler bad coolant system handles poorly does have a nice size trunk and
fairly roomy probably was a nice car brand new. Not sure why. Before this problem began it was
a decent, comfortable ride. Biggest issue with this car has been buildup of gunk in exhaust. It
has , miles on it. Plastic parts like coolant reservoir have all started to crack. Current issues
have been plastic clips on hoses are cracking and causing leaks. I bought the car pre-owned in
with it only having 1, miles on it. Don't have many problems. Air needs recharged and antifreeze
leaks a little. It needs rear brakes and front tie rod. Performs pretty well, Have had to put a new
set of front brake pads on. Aircon does not work properly but oh well. The ABS light is on but
no worries there either. Other than that it's a good home to work ride. The car has been
extremely well kept and runs solid as can be. Aside from routine maintenance with oil changes,
fluids, and tires, there have been no issues whatsoever with the car. Love my car only current
problem is high miles would recommend for a commuter car for anyone very comfortable on
long drives and reliable. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner
Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Interior Reviews.
Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest
Rating. Lowest Rating. Kim K wrote on August 7, Jennifer J wrote on September 19, Peter C
wrote on September 19, Douglas B wrote on September 19, Yat B wrote on September 19,
Kendal K wrote on September 19, Kimberly G wrote on September 19, Zoe P wrote on
September 19, Jessica T wrote on September 19, Haley W wrote on September 19, Kay F wrote
on September 19, Edward S wrote on September 19, Jan S wrote on September 19, Beau N
wrote on September 19, Carina M wrote on August 2, Lindsey H wrote on July 15, Chas R wrote
on July 15, Chi F wrote on July 15, Jason R wrote on November 22, Tia S wrote on November 22,
Nancy K wrote on November 22, Cynthia D wrote on November 22, Joel H wrote on November
22, Mathew R wrote on November 22, Kristina P wrote on November 22, Continue to Overview.

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Chevrolet Malibu Change Vehicle. The Malibu is an
unassuming sedan with a roomy interior and a noisy V6 engine. Ride and handling are
acceptable. Interior quality is unimpressive. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More.
Overall Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufact
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ured for a specific year. If the key is not in the run position, the air bags may not deploy if the
vehicle is involved in a crash, increasing the risk of injury. Read Recall Details. This defect can
affect the safe operation of the airbag system. Until this recall is performed, customers should
remove all items from their key rings, leaving only the ignition key. The key fob if applicable ,
should also be removed from the key ring. What should you do:. GM will notify owners, and
dealers will install two key rings and an insert in the key slot or a cover over the key head on all
ignition keys, free of charge. The recall began on September 9, GM's number for this recall is
Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Show More. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

